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All fractured pieces 
included at 1:1 scale

Heart fractured image 
itself is 12”x12”

Yardage and fabrics chart 
included

Background pattern 
instructions included

Freezer paper required for 
tracing (not included)
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copying kills
the creative spirit
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A : Scraps

B : Scraps

C : Scraps

D : Scraps

E : Scraps

F : Scraps

G : Scraps

H : Scraps

J : Scraps

Fabrics : This project is a great scraps buster! 
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Fabrics charts : glue sample of your fabrics 

K : 20.5” x 20.5”
Background

Note : The border can be scrappy or not. You will need 48
2.5” x 2.5” squares of light fabrics and 48 2.5” x 2.5” squares 
of dark fabrics.



Materials and tools
- 0.5 yard Pellon® 820 Quilter’s Grid™ (or any other 
  light weight interfacing, sticky on one side)
- Paper and fabric scissors
- Fabrics
- Freezer paper 
- Pen to trace templates
- Contrasting threads
- Washable school glue

Pellon® 820 Quilter’s Grid™ instructions

Place Quilter’s Grid™, adhesive (rough side) up, on 
ironing board or other padded surface that can be 
ironed on. (Idea: Pad a card table with several layers 
of Pellon® Thermolam® Plus.) 

Place fabric, right side up on top of Quilter’s Grid™. 
Fuse fabrics in Place: Adjust iron for a medium heat, 
steam setting. Beginning at one corner of your 
design, place iron over fabric and press down firmly 
for 10–12 seconds. ALWAYS USE A DAMP PRESS 
CLOTH AND PRESS DOWN FIRMLY. Lift iron and 
reposition on design making sure to overlap previous-
ly fused area. Continue until entire piece is fused.

Tips:
1. Be careful as you lower and raise the iron that
the fabrics do not shift.
2. The adhesive is designed to lightly hold the
pieces in place. If needed, fabric can be
removed and repositioned before sewing.
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The Fractured image technique

I developped this technique in order to make 
complicated patterns really easily. If you can
sew a zig zag stitch, you can do any of those 
patterns. I made a video Tutorial to help you 
with this process.

https://youtu.be/Tuwe9Cp3gxo

Assembly instructions

When a piece’s side is marked with an asterisk (*)
leave 1/4” additonal fabric - this will be your
overlap on which you will perform a zigzag stitch
during assembly.

Applique on the background fabric using a zig zag
stitch for best results.
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FRACTURED IMAGE TECHNIQUE
ASSEMBLY GUIDE

Understanding your pattern

1 Carefully trace each fractured piece from your 
pattern onto freezer paper.  Don’t forget to add the 
asterisk (*) on the inside of the shape along the 
marked edge, as indicated on the pattern. Then cut 
each piece separately.

Iron lightweight interfacing (like the 
Pellon 820 quilter’s grid) on the wrong 
side of the fabric.

2

Iron each freezer paper’s traced shapes 
on the right side of fabric.  Use your 
fabric chart to make sure you iron the 
right shapes on the right fabric.

3

Cut the fabric alongside the shape, 
adding 1/4 inch extra for each ledge 
marked with an asterisk (*)

4

5 Using your  plan, assemble the pieces together 
using washable school glue on each extra ledges.  If 
you followed the plan properly, each piece should �t 
over the ledge of an adjacent piece.  Start with 
number 1 and follow the sequence until the whole 
section is done. 

Cut the corners of 
the ledges to avoid 
overlapping fabrics 
on edges. 

6

7 Once all shaped are 
glued together, carefully 
remove the freezer paper. 
Use a zig zag stitch on each 
ledge to sew all pieces 
together.  

The pattern indicates how the �nished applique will divide 
into sections. Glue all sections together and use a zig zag 
stitch to sew them together. Applique the �nished shape on 
chosen background.
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FRACTURED IMAGE TECHNIQUE
UNDERSTANDING YOUR PATTERN

On every fractured image pattern, you will find at least these 3 components

A : Scraps

B : Scraps

C : Scraps

D : Scraps

E : Scraps

F :  Scraps

Fabrics and Yardage 
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Fabrics charts : glue sample of your fabrics 

G : Scraps

H : Scraps

Stem

The yardage area displays each color 
required and indicates the amount of 
fabrics required for each color.

Here is an example of a completed  
fabric chart, with each fabric selected 

and assocated with a color.

The fabrics chart allows you to glue a 
sample of each fabric you chose for 
each of the color. Each color and asso-
ciated fabric is coded with a letter.

1. The yardage and fabrics chart

The map shows the whole 
applique and indicates how 
pieces are to be assembled 
together. 

Each piece has its own number. 
The letter next to the number 
indicates the fabric to use, 
according to the fabrics chart.

For example, on the pear fractured image, 
piece #1 has to be created in fabric E. It will 
have to be sewed to the piece #2 (made 
from fabric F) and to the piece #3 (made 
from fabric G)

2. The fractured image map

3G

Your YanickaQuilt pattern typically 
contains several pages of fractured 
pieces. These pieces are at-scale 
pieces of the applique you are 
about to create.  
The square in the upper left corner 
is always 1” square and allows you 
to make sure all the pages are 
printed on-scale. 

When an asterisk is present, this 
edge will be the overlapping edge to 

allow the sewing.  

1 INCH

When cutting your fabric, always add a 
1/4” additional ledge on each pieces’ 
sides with an asterisk (*).  On some 
patterns, some special pieces may be 
marked with a circle (o) and require a 
larger 1/2 inch ledge.

1/2”

3. The at-scale fractured pieces

1/4”

Assembly instructions
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“I love quilting but get 
quickly bored with 
traditional quilting. So I am 
constantly experimenting 
on new techniques and 
seeking inspiration. 
Follow me on my facebook 
and on my blog to share my 
journey discovering my 
inner artist!”

YANICKA HACHEZ
DESIGNER Fractured image is an exclusive 

technique developed in order to 
do great art quilt easily.

It is not paper piecing or 
patchwork. 

Even beginners can easily 
produce the most striking 
appliques using this technique.

A simple zigzag stitch is the only 
skill required to assemble each 
fractured piece.

ABOUT FRACTURED IMAGE


